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Gratta, Federico Boschetti, Paola Baroni, Angelo Mario Del Grosso, Tiziana Mancinelli and 
Monica Monachini.
3.IceTaboo: A Database of Contextually Inappropriate Words for Icelandic Agnes 
Sólmundsdóttir, Lilja Björk Stefánsdóttir and Anton Karl Ingason
4.The Nature of Icelandic as a Second Language: An Insight From the Learner 
Error Corpus for Icelandic Isidora Glišić and Anton Karl Ingason
5.Swedish Word Metrics: A Swe-Clarin Resource for Psycholinguistic Research in 
the Swedish LanguageErik Witte, Jens Edlund, Arne Jönsson and Henrik Danielsson
6.Insights on a Swedish Covid-19 Corpus Dimitrios Kokkinakis
7.Voices from Ravensbrück. Towards the Creation of an Oral and Multi-Lingual 
Resource Family Silvia Calamai, Jeannine Beeken, Henk Van Den Heuvel, Max 
Broekhuizen, Arjan van Hessen, Christoph Draxler and Stefania Scagliola
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The CIRCSE Collection of Linguistic 
Resources in CLARIN-IT

Marco Passarotti and Rachele Sprugnoli
Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, Milano, Italy

CLARIN 2021, 27-29 September



Who We Are



What We Distribute

1. TEXTUAL RESOURCES: Index Thomisticus Treebank, EvaLatin 2020 dataset

a.

2. LEXICAL RESOURCES: LiLa Lemma Bank, Latin Vallex v.1, LatinAffectus, Index 

Graecorum Vocabulorum in Linguam Latinam Translatorum, Word Formation 

Latin, The Etymological Dictionary of Latin and the other Italic Language

- https://dspace-clarin-it.ilc.cnr.it/repository/xmlui/handle/000-c0-111/525

- https://vlo.clarin.eu/search?0&fq=collection:CIRCSE

https://dspace-clarin-it.ilc.cnr.it/repository/xmlui/handle/000-c0-111/525
https://vlo.clarin.eu/search?0&fq=collection:CIRCSE


Example

dignus

dignus +1

indignus -1

in (negation)-

indignus

indignitas perindignus

-tas/tat per-

dignus



What is Coming Next



Cretan Institutional Inscriptions
Meets CLARIN-IT

Irene Vagionakis – Università di Bologna
Riccardo Del Gratta – CNR-ILC

Federico Boschetti – CNR-ILC & VeDPH
Paola Baroni – CNR-ILC

Angelo Mario Del Grosso – CNR-ILC
Tiziana Mancinelli – VeDPH

Monica Monachini – CNR-ILC
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Presentation of the Project

Context: PhD in Ancient Heritage Studies, Università Ca’ Foscari Venezia (2016-20): 

Kretikai politeiai: Cretan Institutions from VII to I century BC

Goal: highlight local diversity in institutional frameworks of Cretan political entities  

(richly varied epigraphic records vs literary idea of unitary Kretike politeia)

Approach:

● Collection and edition of the 600 relevant inscriptions (especially post IC)

● Analysis of each institutional element and framework in Crete

Results: Digital epigraphic resource Cretan Institutional Inscriptions

● Epigraphic collection in XML-TEI EpiDoc with commentary

● XML-TEI catalogues of Cretan political entities and institutions
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Digital Epigraphy Methodologies

Well-established practices in Digital Epigraphy:

● TEI-EpiDoc XML markup, especially for lemmatised search & indexing

○ Markup functional to address the research questions (@role, @subtype)

● Open Access (XML, HTML, PDF), CC BY-NC-SA 4.0 licence

Innovative tools to facilitate the creation of the digital epigraphic resource:

● EFES (EpiDoc Front-End Services), with XSLT adaptation

○ Lemmatised search

○ Thematic search filters

○ Indexes as synoptic tables (aggregation of XML elements & attributes)

CLARIN 10



Cretan Inscriptions between VeDPH and CLARIN-IT

PhD, Venice  ➤  Venice Centre for Digital and Public Humanities (VeDPH)

Mission: collaborative development of durable, reusable, 
      shared resources for research and learning

Collaboration between VeDPH and ILC-CNR / CLARIN-IT

○ Know-how transmission

○ Providing technological infrastructure

○ Opening up to new DH/DC areas like Digital Epigraphy

○ Increasing Ancient Greek resources accessible via CLARIN VLO

2021: publication of Cretan Institutional Inscriptions

CLARIN 11



Cretan Institutional Inscriptions @ CLARIN-IT

CLARIN 12

Connections between CLARIN-IT repository, institutional servers, official GitHub repository

tool

ilc4clarin

descriptionclarin-it

git (versioning) dataset



Dockerization of the Project

CLARIN 13

DevOps methodology through

● Docker + Docker Hub (portability)

● Rancher environment (deployment)

push  image

dataset

create image

deploy image



Links to the Project

https://www.clarin-it.it/cretaninscriptions 

http://cretaninscriptions.vedph.it

CLARIN 14

https://www.clarin-it.it/cretaninscriptions
http://cretaninscriptions.vedph.it/


IceTaboo: A database of contextually 
inappropriate words for Icelandic

Agnes Sólmundsdóttir, Lilja Björk Stefánsdóttir, Anton Karl Ingason
University of Iceland

CLARIN 2021, 27-29 September



What is this project about?

● Creating an annotated database of words that are inappropriate or offensive to at least some 

speakers in some contexts.

- Classification of offensive words

- Reasons for offensiveness

● Sometimes in a nuanced relationship with context

● Sometimes (even strongly) against our own intuitions about offensiveness

● Goal to provide a basis for further work on the topic in Icelandic

● Current status:

- 2725 entries (words), published on CLARIN under CC BY 4.0

- A subset has been integrated into a style module of a functional spelling and grammar checker 

in a collaboration with an industry partner, software company Miðeind (being used by real 

users)

CLARIN 16



Classes of offensive words

CLARIN 17

● generally inappropriate words

● swear words

● words associated with alcoholism or drug 

addiction

● disability words

● health related words

● words regarding stupidity

● gendered words (generally, or ones that 

discriminate against people based on 

gender)

● nasty adjectives

● offensive profession names

● collocations

● LGBTQIA+ words used inappropriately

● verbs of inappropriate actions

● offensive words related to religion

● offensive descriptions of people’s appearance

● words for genitals

● offensive prefixes

● offensive words related to sex

● offensive nationality words (often linked to 

oppression of some sort)



Words with nuanced relationship with offensiveness

● Inappropriate for children (while not so for adults)

● political terms (may trigger a negative reaction, depending on a person’s political views)

● non-offensive (words that are not really offensive but have a nuanced meaning that 

may make sense to exclude in contexts that strive to remain neutral),

● words with an alternative, non-offensive meaning (included to establish that the 

offensive counterpart reading is only attested in certain contexts).

CLARIN 18



Example entry

● word: fóstra (roughly: ‘a daycare babysitter’)

● part-of-speech: noun

● code (see classes above): m (for profession)

● code2: (additional classification) NA

● meaning: preschool teacher

● reason for offensiveness: Now considered an obsolete and degrading term for the 

profession of preschool teachers, suggesting they are not a profession of educators.

● additional information (if needed): NA

● alternative non-offensive meaning: NA

19



Conclusion

● We have created a database on contextually inappropriate words for Icelandic

● Already published to CLARIN and available under CC BY 4.0

● Already used in language correction software developed in partnership with a software company

● Small project that can serve as a basis for further development

● Future work

- Add more words and classes

- Refine the annotation

- Gather feedback using crowdsourcing

- Apply methods from other projects (for other languages) to enrich our database
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The nature of Icelandic as a second language: 
An insight from the learner error corpus for Icelandic

Isidora Glišić
Anton Karl Ingason

University of Iceland

CLARIN 2021
27 – 29 September 2021



Introduction

Structure

1. Background on examining Icelandic as learner language
• The Icelandic L2 Error Corpus (IceL2EC)

2. Methods used for: text collection

                 text analysis and error classification

3. Data analysis
• Contrastive interlanguage analysis (CIA)  (Granger, 2017)

• comparing learner language with native speaker reference corpora (L2 vs. L1) 
• comparing different varieties of learner language (L2 vs. L2)

4. Preliminary results

 



Background

• The novelty of Icelandic as L2
• first contrastive analysis of the learner language emerged in the 1980s (Sigmundsson, 1987)

• Recent focus on learner language at the University of Iceland (Þorvaldsdóttir and Garðarsdóttir, 
2013; Ólafsson, 2016)

• Error corpus for Icelandic as a second language (Ingason et al., 2021)

• Part of the project Language Technology for Icelandic 2019-2023  /  Specialized error corpora 

• Still in development

 

Current state

70 student essays annotated for errors

27 adult second language speakers of Icelandic with 13 different first languages

12081 revision spans and 17508 error instances

Words per text mean: 1780
Errors per 1000 words: 140.73



Methods

• Text collection
• Public online submission form – texts previously unpublished and obtained directly from their authors

• Manually proofread and annotated for errors

• Converted to augmented TEI format XML document with labeled enumerated sentences, words and 
punctuation, and revision spans with unique id numbers containing errors

• Annotation system for error labeling originally developed for the Icelandic Error Corpus (Ingason et al., 2020) 
- later expanded with new labels that were specific to the L2 errors

• Error tagset: 19 error categories further divided into subclasses, 259 error codes in total

• Metadata: author’s first language, other languages, length of residence in Iceland, length of study of 
Icelandic, and proficiency level



Data analysis 1/4

L2 vs. L1

• disparity in frequency of error categories and subcategories in L2 Icelandic compared to L1 errors

• most frequent in the L2 corpus: grammar (43.57%), punctuation (12.14%) and wording (11.63%)
(grammar category accounts for only 11.8% in the general Icelandic Error Corpus 

• 35 error codes that appear only in the L2 corpus, 27 within the grammar category

 



Data analysis 2/4

L2 vs. L1
• Error codes with most similar and most different rankings between the corpora:

 

SIMILAR

Error code Rank L1 Rank L2 Δ rank

wording 
(wording)

1 1 0

nonword 
(nonword)

3 3 0

date-period 
(punctuation)

99 99 0

extra-conjunctio
n (punctuation)

32 33 1

comma4colon 
(punctuation)

89 90 1

DIFFERENT

Error code Rank L1 Rank L2 Δ rank

context 
(lexical)

121 6 115

case-prep 
(grammar)

121 9 112

case-verb 
(grammar)

121 15 106

missing-prep 
(omission)

120 17 103

extra-prep 
(insertion)

121 18 103



Data analysis 3/4

L2 vs. L2

• focus so far on skill level and length of residence

• Total number of files, words, errors and errors per 1000 words per skill level:

 



Data analysis 4/4

 



Conclusions

• Corpus still in development 

• Further data analysis underway, focus on L2 vs. L2 CIA 

• Corpus still small – individual features difficult to highlight due to the limited sample size
• Expanding the corpus will provide further possibilities to analyse various demographic and other features 

of learner language such as first language influence

• Possible applications: perfecting teaching materials (both electronic, textbooks and syllabi) and automatic 
correction tools for Icelandic



Swedish Word Metrics: A Swe-Clarin 
resource for psycholinguistic research 

in the Swedish language
Erik Witte1,2, Jens Edlund3, Arne Jönsson1, Henrik Danielsson1

1Linköping University, Sweden
2Örebro University, Sweden 

3Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
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Speech-perception basics

31



Speed of lexical retrieval

32

A lexical decision task
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Influencing factors

bygder [bʏɡːder] (country districts)
(2.38 Zipf) Word Frequency bilder [bɪlːder] (images)

(5.77 Zipf)

bladet [blɑːde̞t] (the sheet)
(seven neighbours)

Phonological 
Neighborhood Density

floder [fluːde̞r] (rivers)
(only one neighbour) 

sniglar [sniːɡlar] (snails)
(SSPP = 0.89) Phonotactic Probability skrattet [skratːe̞t] (the laughter) 

(SSPP = 0.97)

djungeln [ʝɵŋːe̞ln] (the jungle) 
dj-[ʝ] u-[ɵ] ng-[ŋː] e-[e̞] l-[l] n-[n]

(GIL2P-OT = 0.92)
Orthographic Transparency

sakens [sɑːke̞ns] (the thing’s) 
s-[s] a-[ɑː] k-[k] e-[e̞] n-[n] s-[s]

(GIL2P-OT = 0.99)



Open-source, multi-platform, software library:

Swedish Word Metric Calculations (SWMC)

Interactive website:

Swedish Word Metrics (SWM)

(Permanent location: www.sprakbanken.speech.kth.se/data/swm/

Temporary address:  www.swedishwordmetrics.com)

34

http://www.sprakbanken.speech.kth.se/data/swm/
http://www.swedishwordmetrics.com


Data and algorithms for:

Ease of perception

Likelihood of confusion

Phonotactics

Spelling – pronunciation correspondences

of Swedish words
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Insights on a Swedish Covid-19 corpus

Dimitrios Kokkinakis

University of Gothenburg, and 
Centre of Ageing and Health (AgeCap),

Sweden 

CLARIN 2021, 27-29 September



Motivation, Content, Availability and Format ...

● Why: no available (large) Swedish COVID-19 corpora; the whole world 
is researching different aspects of the pandemic - thus, we decided to 
also offer such a possibility!

● Solution: SBX (a CLARIN certified B-centre) is the most suitable place 
to collect, label, develop, store and also explore, such material

● Benefits: support (our own & others') language-related research 
(quantitative - qualitative); support research on COVID-19 from 
different angles (e.g. lexical, semantic, discourse)

● Content: ~6000 articles from various sources. The corpus is enhanced 
& enriched with regular updates; plain text (UTF-8); searchable from                                                  
SBX corpus interface, Korp: https://spraakbanken.gu.se/korp/#?corpus=sv-covid-19 and 
(v0.3) downloadable here: https://spraakbanken.gu.se/resurser/sv-covid-19

CLARIN 37

SBX:



Metadata and Possible Exploration Paths ...

● Lexical/vocabulary (e.g. word usage, 
neologisms, metaphors, idioms, 
semantic groups); semantics (e.g. 
attitudes towards groups of people, 
e.g. the elderly; public sentiment on 
COVID-19 vaccines); pragmatic /  
discourse (e.g. linguistic analyses and 
understandings of the communication 
of COVID-19 in various platforms of 
communication); monitor the 
progression / regression of (micro) 
events in news; …
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Basic Explorations ...

CLARIN 39

Named entities&terminology

Significant collocations



Basic Explorations ...

CLARIN 40

Topic: ‘China’ Topic: ‘elderly’

Topic modeling

Sentiment Analysis



Conclusion

● We have created a Swedish timestamped dataset with 
corona/Covid-19 related content annotated with basic metadata

● The dataset is searchable and downloadable through the SBX website
● The content can be applied for both micro- and macro-linguistic 

explorations - we illustrated eg topic modeling and sentiment analysis
● Used in a few projects so far, e.g. neologism detection; compound 

exploration; anti-vaccination rhetoric; ...
● Future work

○ deeper analysis on various levels of linguistic analysis 
○ further development and enrichment with other types of related 

content, e.g. social media, already collected, but not yet in 
sv-COVID-19
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Questions and 
Answers


